OCCP Epilogue: C. (creative process
oriented) Organisations
on the sustainability path

experiences, problems and solutions related to sustainability values practiced by
- creative (cultural) organisations
- creative & cultural entrepreneurs,
- creative organisations’ employees and
- freelancers
driven by their imagination and creative processes.
•

We ask ourselves how to undo the unsustainable in our everyday work,
(with all the respect to the creative processes, projects and
realities that used to be and in fact continuously are
unsustainable in its core).

•

question the answers regarding creative organizations and creative
professionals’ role in balancing their ecosystems.

•

looking tools and conditions for a sustainable, healthy and ethically
concerned creative work ecosystems.

Andri Snaer Magnason:
We are filtering reality through our own
perceptions and experiences of everyday
life, to me personally, it corresponds with
a book I currently read…
rich, generous perspective of fiction and
non-fiction writer - Andri Snaer
Magnason, On Time and Water, brilliant
piece of literature on global challenges
we face today and tomorrow: on
disappearance of glaciers, on climate
change, crocodiles, steam engine, but
most of all about the role and approach
of people, generations and individuals,
past generations and future generations,
intergenerational perspective, above all
beautiful book on the role of language,
storytelling, aesthetics, creative content
in our attitudes to natural environment.

Nature is our biggest ally and our greatest inspiration. We just have to do what
nature has always done. It worked out the secret of life long ago. In this world, a
species can only thrive… when everything else around it thrives, too.
We can solve the problems we now face by embracing this reality. If we take care of
nature, nature will take care of us. It’s now time for our species to stop simply
growing. To establish a life on our planet in balance with nature. To start to thrive.
We’ve come this far because we are the smartest creatures that have ever lived. But to
continue, we require more than intelligence. We require wisdom.
There are many differences between humans and the rest of the species on earth, but
one that has been expressed is that we alone are able to imagine the future. For a
long time, I and perhaps you have dreaded that future. But it’s now becoming
apparent that it’s not all doom and gloom. There’s a chance for us to make amends,
to complete our journey of development, manage our impact, and once again
become a species in balance with nature. All we need is the will to do so. We now
have the opportunity to create the perfect home for ourselves, and restore the rich,
healthy, and wonderful world that we inherited. Just imagine that.
David Attenborough (A Life on our Planet, 2020)

JULIE’S BICYCLE: London based charity
supports the creative community to act on climate change and
environmental sustainabilility: programme of events, free resources and
public speaking engagements,
creative community is uniquely placed to transform the conversation
around climate change and translate it into action.
Julie’s Bicycle supports the Paris Agreement goal to limit global warming to
1.5 degrees Celsius by focusing on energy, the major source of carbon
emissions for the cultural sector.
More than 2,000 companies use the Creative IG Tools, suite of carbon
calculators,
certification scheme, Creative Green - recognised benchmark for
sustainability achievement within the creative industries.

UN 2030 (2015)

Sustainability & Culture / Creativity
Culture / Creativity & Sustainable Development:
- assumptions and contradictions
• starting from:
Dessein, J., Soini, K., Fairclough, G. and Horlings, L. eds.
Culture in, for and as Sustainable Development, 2015;
Magala, S.,
Organizing change: testing cultural limits of sustainability, 2012)

Jyväskylä study & Helsinki conference 2015

Dessein, J., Soini, Katriina., Fairclough, G., and Horlings, L. (eds.) (2015). Culture in, for
and as sustainable development. Conclusions from the COST Action IS1007
Investigating cultural sustainability. Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä.

(i) ‘culture in sustainable development’.
• Culture can provide supportive and self-promoting tools for a
range of sustainability issues and programs
• Culture can add a notional 'fourth pillar' to the existing,
conventional, three pillar structure of the UN sustainable
development discourse: social, economic and environmental.
• In this role, culture is said to possess key intrinsic values
- creativity,
- a diversity of (cultural) expressions, and
- artistic activities as mechanisms of growth within human
development.
as the fourth pillar of sustainable development,
culture is tangible, material and functionally-oriented.

(ii) ‘culture for sustainable development’,
- culture –
to frame, contextualize and mediate,
and so balance all three existing
economic, social and ecological pillars,
guiding sustainabilities actions through its terrain of challenges
and pressures.
it has both a material and intangible dimension, and it constitutes
the framework, the context, and the counterbalance for the
remaining three pillars of sustainable development. In this
context, culture is responsible for initiating various processes in
its environment and creating the future.

(iii) ‘culture as sustainable development’,
-

culture possesses an essential function:
it provides the structure and set of aims
for sustainable development as a project.
It integrates and coordinates all actions within the concept and practices
it generates: ‘by recognising that culture is at the root of all human
decisions and actions and an overarching concern (even a new
paradigm) in sustainable development thinking,
culture and sustainability become mutually intertwined, and the
distinctions between the economic, social and environmental dimensions of
sustainability begin to fade’ (Dessein, Soini et al. 2015, p. 29).
where culture constitutes the foundation of sustainable development which
coordinates and integrates activities within this area, or rather the intangible
dimension referring to the basic principles, beliefs, and values.

108,000 peer-reviewed papers published on, or related to, this subject.
8 overlapping fields or competencies where culture and sustainability are internally
related:
- the negotiation of memories, identities and heritage;
- the relevance of place, landscape and territory;
- the complexities of social life, commons and participation;
- the centrality of creative practices and activities;
- culturally sensitive policies for economic development;
- nature conservation;
- the importance of increasing awareness and knowledge of sustainability;
- policies aiming at transformations’
‘the prevailing current of conventional sustainability discourses [are] rooted in
environmental and economic perspectives’

(Dessein, Soini et al. 2015, p. 8).
sustainable development defined as ‘development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs’ (Brundtland 1987, p. 41).

Assumptions? Contradictions?
•

Yet, however admirable these sound, they are all build upon a set of
‘unquestioned assumptions about the nature of social reality, meaning
of history and desired direction of change’ (Magala 2012, p. 904).

•

Cultural change, when mentioned, is usually only a matter of
communication, behaviour or substance of organizational change.

•

According to Magala (2012), the ideals and philosophical basis of
sustainability, were preceded in history by two others: personal salvation
and the classless society.

•

for global warming, the Sustainability is a new synthesis, a new value kit,
and strangely reminiscent of past doctrinal frameworks of religious
institutions. It is far more than simplified principles based on the
empirical evidence on of fossil fuel deposits and increased emissions of
carbon dioxide.

• The cultural limits of sustainability define social imaginaries,
structured not only with respect to the ecology, animals and
plants, but also social institutions like taxes, banks, stock
exchange, political parties, top-down governance structures,
television and other mainstream media communication
channels.
• Global warming (as a term now largely supplanted in political
discourse by ‘climate change’) is perhaps obsessively
foreshadowing other more essential threats to humankind,
environmental degradation as an outcome of the erosion of
soil along with fast urbanization upon former agricultural
lands, and the growing communication infrastructure
invading nature (across uninhabited land or sky).

•

Another is the so called ‘unmanageable consequences of social injustice’
(Magala 2012, p. 904), or the inability to manage the inequalities
generated by economic and political unevenness. These phenomenon
alone are pushing the meaning of sustainability into levels that are
essentially ungraspable.

•

Every time a new crisis appears in these areas, ‘what we feel and desire
can matter more than what we calculate and rationalize’ (Magala 2012).

•

The limits of sustainability are then cultural, artificial, negotiable by
nature, based on thinking that is unpredictable, flow, process and
dialogue-like.

•

Without doubt, we will never understand sustainability and the meaning
of ‘the good life’ without understanding the fundamental continuity of
aesthetics and ethics (Berger 2000)

•

It is a poor way of discussing sustainability, if we take for granted the
major trends in the past approaches to cultural, social, material and the
natural environment, inevitably provoking both pessimisms and
optimisms, which then become incorporated into institutions and whole
communities (Bennett 2001, 2015).

•

Not taking into account the cultural genealogy of sustainability, makes it
dangerously exposed to political manipulations, and populism.

Creative process (design) far from
sustainability?
Bolland / Collopy: Managing as Designing (Stanford U.Press, 2004)
Simon, The Sciences of the Artificial, (MIT Press ,1969)

•
•
•
•
•
•

design(ing) as a verb
process / relations (people)
managing as DESIGNing
project as a hipothetical status, projections…
between the liquid and the cristal
unsustainability

Negus, Pickering,

Creativity, Communication and
Cultural Value, 2004
• Creativity – as a relational process – the
communication is as much between artistic
creator and viewer, reader and listener as it
is with other artistic creators and creations
that are encountered via the accumulated
artefacts and forms of various traditions and
generic conventions.

Creativity in our lifes
• Creative process and the introduction to social
integration
• Change in human beings through the
participation / performance process

Rhythm is it!: Simon Rattle,
Royston Maldoom, Susannah Broughton, DBank

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=kOUl7-gu4Eo

• Problem of fear for creation,
responsibility(shared), expressing self, trust,
[security]
• Breaking rules/conventions/curtains/walls:
- professionals/amateurs;
- perceivers/artists;
- passive/active, and more
- Strong social need for more and more creative
people that are integrating different
disciplines, fields, and develop in unusual
directions

Mauzy / Harriman „Creativity Inc.”
four critical dynamics – linked and interacting:

•
•
•
•

motivation
curiosity and fear
breaking and making of connections
evaluation

heartbeat of systemic creativity,
foundations of creative process
that starts in creative organization..

• Creative organization is always multidimensional, the workplace of
artists and others imagination users, creative process natives, who
provide the necessary conditions for creative productions. It’s the source
of people’s identity, a space of the committed community and the
setting for financial investment
• This type of organization could be both,
a problem and solution,
a symbol or manifesto,
a project and a tool for change,
a place to be and develop as human being,
an asylum and a place for intercultural communication,
or the place of imprisoned aspirations, psychological
stress and frustration.
• Professional musicians, actors, designers, directors, choreographers,
dancers etc. – as employees of public institutions, or private or grassroot organisations are witnessing or co-creating narrations and stories
(Sims, 2015).

EXTENSION OF the notion of SUSTAINABILITY
for creative organisations:
strengthen sustainability values-oriented practices of leaders and
employees of culture, art & heritage organisations’, as well as culture & arts
entrepreneurs.
such as…
the quality of organisational cultures,
the range and accessibility of professional development conditions,
non-toxic leadership,
synergetic and participative cultural policies as a soil for cultural
management practice, ethical and balanced cultural work environment.
providing tools and conditions for a sustainable, healthy, ethically concerned
cultural & creative sector ecosystems.

Conclusions. Making a final twist!
Alternative (?) meanings of sustainability

(when discussed in cultural and creative ecosystems)

Wouldn’t it be more constructive to foreground dimensions other than
the economic that make culture central to human development? To
begin with, its intrinsic value. Or the nurture and/or design of the
built environment for the enhancement of both our wellbeing and
sense of place.
These last two dimensions take us into the terrain of sustainability.
Here too, we need to be far more clear about what we mean by the
term. In current usage, the Brundtland Commission’s essential idea of
inter-generational responsibility has been quietly forgotten. Instead,
the word is deployed indiscriminately as a ritual qualifier.
Yudhishthir Raj Isar

Sustainability = ?
crossing / bypassing: economy / ecology / social pilars of sustainable development
- Continuity, Consistency, Literacy,
- Intergenerational transmittability of values (generations dialogue!)
- Craft, slow life movement, Localisms,
- Meaning of a good life, meaningful frictions of identities, sense of community,
common interests
- Role of Masters and Mentors (skills, experience, nurtuting your talent, learnig to
select, decide, make choices, create)
- Diversity which comes from settled, meaningful work (co-design) with comprehensive
community,
- Balance of reflection and action; Balance = continuity of aesthetics and ethics
- ETHICS as a more honest and right than legal perspective (just following regulations) –
being first in best practices, standards towards, with the audience and the environment
- PROPORTIONS – keeping them, prevent OVERSCALING… first, no empty spaces, no empty
declarations and words… as a legacy of sustainability and social responsibility (future
generations)

Your perspective / reflection:
what is your perspective of the relation, notion of:
• Creative process & sustainability / Culture & sustainability
• Example of creative activity that supports sustainability values
• Anything you thing that is unsustainable in creative sector
• Can we stop it? (how?)

www.cosm.humak.fi
facebook: COSM Talks

